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The representation of numbers by product states in quan-
tum mechanics can be extended to the representation of words
and word sequences in languages by product states. This can
be used to study quantum systems that generate text that
has meaning. A simple example of such a system, based on
an example described by Smullyan, is studied here. Based
on a path interpretation for some word states, definitions of




Quantum computers have been much studied in recent
years due mainly to the possibility of solving some im-
portant problems more eciently on quantum comput-
ers than is possible on classical machines [1,2]. However
quantum computers and quantum robots [3] are also in-
teresting from other viewpoints. For example, a study
of these systems may help to determine what proper-
ties a quantum system must have to conclude that it has
signicant characteristics of intelligence. If quantum me-
chanics is universally applicable, then many intelligent
quantum systems exist (e.g. the readers of this paper).
The fact that these systems are macroscopic, which may
be necessary, does not contradict the fact that they are
also quantum systems.
Another aspect originates in the fact that basis states
of multiqubit systems in quantum computers are product
states jsi of the form jsi = ⊗nj=1jsjij where s is a function
from f1,    , ng to f0, 1g. and jsjij is the state of the
jth qubit. Here the state jsi is supposed to be a binary
representation of a nonnegative integer. Even though
this representation is assumed implicitly in the literature,
it is not trivial, especially regarding conditions that a
composite physical system must satisfy in order that it
admits states representing numbers [4].
The notion that states jsi represent the nonnegative in-
tegers can be extended to k−ary representations of more
general types of numbers, such as all integers and rational
numbers [5]. The representations can also be extended by
considering the states jsjij to represent symbols in some
language. The language can be formal as is the case for
axiom systems studied in mathematical logic, or informal
as is the case in English. In this case the symbol basis
states would include orthogonal states for each of the 26
letters in the alphabet and states for some punctuation
symbols. Word states would consists of products of the
symbol basis states excluding the spacer symbol state.
These would be used to separate the dierent words.
These representations are of interest for several rea-
sons. As part of an attempt to characterize intelligent
quantum systems, one wants to understand what phys-
ical properties a quantum system must have so that it
can be said to be creating text that has meaning to the
system generating the text. Another is related to the
need to develop a coherent theory of mathematics and
physics together that is maximally internally self consis-
tent. In such a theory one would expect mathematical
logical concepts to be closely integrated with quantum
mechanics or some generalization such as quantum eld
theory. Since mathematical logic deals with systems of
axioms as words in a language and their interpretation,
such an integration would require the representation of
words by quantum states.
The potential importance of this has been recognized
by other work. Included are recent work on theories of
everything [6], an attempt to use Feynman diagrams to
represent expressions in propositional logic [7], and other
relevant work [9,8].
In order to see how mathematical logical concepts such
as truth, validity, consistency, and completeness might
be used in quantum mechanics, an example will be stud-
ied that is based on a simplication of a simple machine
described by Smullyan [10]. The description of the sim-
plied machine, given in the next section, is followed by
a description of a quantum machine that is similar to
a quantum Turing machine [11]. Additional Details are
given in [12].
II. SMULLYAN’S MACHINE
The simplied version of Smullyan’s machine M [10],
used here prints, one symbol at a time, a nonterminating
string of any one of the ve symbols P, , (, ), 0. Words
are dened as any nite strings of symbols that exclude
the 0 which denotes a spacer. Based on this the machine
prints a string of words separated by nite spacer strings
that is steadily growing.
Some of the words, referred to as sentences, are as-
signed a meaning. These are P (X) and  P (X) where
X is any word that is not a sentence. The strings
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0P ( (PP )0 and 0  P ()P )  ()0 where X = (PP
and X =)P )  ( are examples of these two types of
sentences. The intended meaning of P (X) is that X is
printable and that of  P (X) is that X is not printable.
The term "printable" refers to the dynamical descrip-
tion of M. If the dynamical description of M correctly
predicts the behavior of M , then any word that is print-
able will be printed sooner or later. If the word is not
printable, then it will never be printed.
Based on the assigned meaning of these words, P (X) is
dened to be true if X is printable. It is false if X is not
printable.  P (X) is true if X is not printable and false
if X is printable. These denitions relate truth and false-
ness of the sentences to the dynamics U of M . However
nothing is said so far about whether these statements are
true or false.
This is accounted for by dening the dynamics of M
to be valid if any printable sentence is true. It follows
that false sentences are not printable. It is also the case
that the dynamics is valid if no sentences are printable.
This possibility is avoided by requiring the dynamics to
be complete. That is, it must be such that for all X that
are not sentences, either P (X) or  P (X) is printable.
It is consistent if at most one of P (X) or  P (X) is
printable.
III. QUANTUM MACHINE MODEL
Let M be a multistate quantum system of a head mov-
ing along a one dimensional lattice of quantum systems at
sites 1, 2,   . The Hilbert space of states associated with
the system at site j is spanned by a basis of ve states
jP ij , j ij , j(ij , j)ij , j0ij The lattice basis states have
the form jSi = ⊗1j=1jSjij where at most a nite number
of the lattice systems are in states jP i, j i, j(i, j)i dif-
ferent from j0i. That is jSjij 6= j0ij for at most a nite
numbers of j values. This restriction is imposed to keep
the Hilbert space spanned by the jSi separable.
The dynamics of M is described by a unitary step
operator U with nonzero matrix elements of the form
h`0, j+1, S0j, Sj−1jU j`, j, S00j , S0j−1i. The head moves in one
direction, one site per step, interacting with the lattice
system at and just behind the head location. The states
of the head and the systems at and just behind the head
position can be changed.
At time 0 the overall state of M and the lattice is given
by ji, 2, 0i = Ψ(0) with all lattice systems in the blank
state and the head at site 2 in initial state ji, 2i. At time
step n the system is in state Ψ(n) = UnΨ(0). This can








j`0, n + 2, S0n+1, S[1,n]i




is over all length n symbol string states
(including the spacer) of lattice systems at sites 1,    , n.
It follows from the locality of U that the amplitude for
jS[1,n]i appearing remains unchanged in future time steps
as the head no longer interacts with the lattice systems
at sites 1,    , n.
It is quite useful to express Ψ(n) as a sum over paths
p of alternating word and spacer string (empty word)
states. To achieve this let
U = U(Qh6=0 + Q
h





j P0,j−2 is the projection operator for
the state j0i occurring two sites behind the head and
Qh6=0 = 1 − Qh0 . Note that [U 6=0, U0] 6= 0.
Based on this the sum∑
S[1,n]
jS[1,n]ih`0, n + 2, S0n+1, S[1,n]jUnji, 2, 0i in Eq. 1
is equivalent to a sum over all paths p of words (includ-
ing empty words) of n symbols. There are two cases
depending on whether the initial word is empty or not.







jpih`0, n + 2, p(t)jUhtν(t)j0[>n−ht]i
   hp(2)jUh20 j0[>h1]ihp(1)jUh16=0ji, 2, 0)i (3)
Here the intermediate sums over the head states and sym-
bol states one site behind the head for each j = 1,    , t
have been suppressed for clarity. The h sums are over
the lengths of each of the t words in p and δΣ,n indicates
that
∑t
j=1 hj = n. jpi is a product word state consist-
ing of t alternating nonempty words (no blanks included)
and empty words. The function ν(j) is equal to 6= 0 [0]
if j is odd [even].
Eq. 3 expresses the dispersion of the parameters for
word paths containing n symbols with the amplitude
of each path p given by the suppressed sums over the
indicated product of matrix elements. The number of
nonempty words in p ranges from 1 to [(n + 1)/2] for the
case shown. The case where the initial word is empty is
quite similar.
The following denitions and properties of the mathe-
matical logical concepts for the quantum mechanical ex-
ample are based on a path interpretation of the words
appearing in the paths shown in Eq. 3. An informal dis-
cussion of these concepts in terms of paths and trees is
combined with more precise denitions in terms of expec-
tation values of projection operators. Details, including
proofs of the existence of the limits involved, are given in
[12].
A word state jXi (nonempty from now on) is dened
to be printable if it appears in some path at some time.




X jΨ(n)) > 0. (4)
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QhX is the projection operator for nding jXi followed
and preceded by at least one j0i located two or more
sites behind the head. jXi is not printable if the limit in
Eq. 4 equals 0. From now on jXi will be referred to as
a word.
The meanings chosen for the sentences jP (X)i and
j  P (X)i are based on the path description of Eq. 3.
The domain of meaning for jP (X)i is the set of paths
containing jP (X)i. Similarly the meaning domain for
j  P (X)i is the set of paths containing j  P (X)i.
jP (X)i is true on its domain if all paths containing
jP (X)i also contain jXi. It is false if some paths con-
taining jP (X)i do not contain jXi. j  P (X)i is true on
its domain if no path containing j  P (X)i contains jXi.
It is false if some path containing j  P (X)i contains
jXi. Note that jP (X)i and jXi are distinct words in a
path separated by at least one empty word (Eq. 3). Also
the order of appearance of jXi and jP (X)i in the path
is immaterial.
These denitions can be expressed as limits of matrix






















Here Qh:X is the projection operator for jXi not occur-
ring in any path two or more sites behind the head. Note
that QhX = 1−Qh:X inside these matrix elements. jP (X)i
and j  P (X)i are false if these equations hold with =
replaced by <.
These equations show that if a measurement at time
n on a model M nds P (X) then jP (X)i is true [false]
if the asymptotic conditional probability is unity [< 1]
that X will be found in a subsequent measurement on
M . Similarly if  P (X) is found, then j  P (X)i is true
[false] if the asymptotic conditional probability that X
will not be found is unity [< 1].
Based on the choice of meaning used here, jP (X)i says
nothing about the occurrence or nonoccurrence of jXi in
paths not containing the sentence. The same holds for
j  P (X)i. For a measurement at time n that does not
nd P (X), the truth or falseness of jP (X)i has no mean-
ing for any following measurement of jXi, relative to the
time n measurement. However a later measurement may
nd P (X). This shows that the meaning domain is non-
decreasing with increasing n. So one can conclude that
the domain of meaninglessness of jP (X)i is not empty if
limn!1 kQh:P (X)Ψ(n)k > 0. A similar statement holds
for j  P (X)i.
The denitions of truth and falseness given above re-
late these concepts to the dynamics U . But nothing so
far requires the sentences to be true. This is the case even
if U is a correct theoretical description of the dynamics
of M .
This is taken care of by dening the dynamics U to be
valid if for all paths p and all sentences jSi, if p contains
jSi then jSi is true in p. An equivalent statement is
that U is valid if all printable sentences are true on their
domain of meaning. In terms of limits of matrix elements
one has that U is valid if for all sentences jSi for which
Eq. 4 holds, so do Eqs. 5 for jSi = jP (X)i and 6 for
jSi = j  P (X)i.
U is consistent if for all jXi that are not sentences, no
path contains both j  P (X)i and jP (X)i. In terms of






mQhP (X)jΨ(n)i = 0.
(7)
The denition of validity has some interesting aspects.
It is satisfying to note that, as is the case for the classical
M , one can prove that if U is valid, then it is consistent.
The converse does not necessarily hold, though.
The requirement that U is valid is a restriction on U as
it limits what can and cannot appear in paths containing
the sentences. This requirement corresponds to condi-
tions that must be satised by the amplitudes associated
with the paths in the path sum, Eq. 3.
One property of the denition is that it says nothing
about how many, if any, of the words jP (X)i and j 
P (X)i are printable by U . For instance U is valid if none
of these words are printable. One would like to avoid
this possibility. Also it is desirable for U to maximize
the printing of words that give information about the
dynamics by telling what can and cannot be printed.
To this end one denes U to be complete if all sen-
tences are printable. If U is complete then, for the in-
terpretation considered here, the amount of information
provided by U about what it can and cannot print is
maximal. Whether or not this condition can be satised,
or should be relaxed, by requiring that U is maximally
complete, may depend on the interpretation given to the
words chosen to be sentences.
It should be noted that, for the path interpretation
used here, completeness is quite dierent for the quan-
tum M than for the classical single path M . In particu-
lar completeness does not restrict the printability of sen-
tences and their negation. Both jP (X)i and j  P (X)i
can appear provided they are on dierent paths. This
ensures that consistency is satised. This is impossible
for a classical M with only one path as at most one of
jP (X)i or j  P (X)i can appear.
The relationship among these concepts is shown in the
gure which is a crude example of a tree representation
of a very few of the paths in the sum over paths shown in
Eq. 3. A full tree representation would be very complex
with 5 branches at each time step node. This is based on
the sum over symbol paths of Eq. 1.
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FIG. 1. Tree representation of some of the word paths in
the path sum. All paths have the same length of n symbols
and grow upwards at the same rate. The location of a word by
a path denotes approximately when the word appeared. Each
word is separated from am adjacent word by one or more 0s.
The paths all have the same height as they each con-
tain n symbols. Words next to the paths denote that the
paths contain these words. The two paths with circled
words show examples of invalidity. The path containing
jP (W )i and j  P (W )i is inconsistent and the path con-
taining jXi and j  P (X)i shows that j  P (X)i is false.
The validity status of the path containing jP (X)i and no
jXi is still open as jXi may appear later on.
IV. DISCUSSION
It should be noted that the correctness of U for M
is dierent from the validity of U as used here. U is
correct for M if it correctly predicts the probability of
occurrence of any word X by any time step n. U is valid
if some of the X are assigned a meaning and these X
are true on their domain of meaning. It is possible for
U to be correct and not valid. This would be the case
if U correctly predicts the probability of occurrence of a
sentence that is false.
The path interpretation and resulting truth denitions
for the words jP (X)i and j  P (X)i, Eqs. 5 and 6, have
the consequence that it is impossible for a sentence to be
not printable and false. This follows from the fact that if
the right hand limits of Eqs. 5 and 6 equal 0, then these
equations must hold as the left hand limits are also 0 as
the matrix elements are all nonnegative.
This supports the restriction of the meaning domain
of a sentence jW i to the paths containing jW i. If jW i is
not printable, it either has an empty meaning domain for
the intended interpretation or it has a dierent meaning
or interpretation for which Eqs. 5 and 6 do not apply.
This limitation of meaning domains does not appear in
some other interpretations. For example, let printability
be dened, as before, by Eq. 4. Suppose jP (X)i is inter-
preted to mean that jXi appears in any path, not just the
paths containing jP (X)i, and j  P (X)iis interpreted to
mean that jXi appears in no paths at all. Then jP (X)i
is true if limn!1hΨ(n)jQhX jΨ(n)i > 0. j  P (X)i is
true if limn!1hΨ(n)jQhX jΨ(n)i = 0. In this case jP (X)i
is true if j  P (X)i is false and conversely, and there is
no restriction on the meaning domain of these sentences.
However it is still the case that if these words are not
printable then U does not provide information about its
own dynamics in that it says nothing about what can or
cannot be printed.
It is of interest to examine sentences that refer to their
own printability and unprintability. To this end, follow-
ing Smullyan [10], the symbol state jNi is added to the
language. The word jN(X)i denotes or refers to the word
jX(X)i. The set of sentences is expanded to include
words of the form jPN(X)i and j  PN(X)i where jXi
is any expression. For the path interpretation jPN(X)i
[j  PN(X)i] mean that all paths containing jPN(X)i
[j  PN(X)i] contain [do not contain] jX(X)i.
Here it is useful to ignore the problems with inference
chains resulting from this expansion [12] and concentrate
on just two words, jPN( PN)i and j  PN( PN)i.
Based on the path interpretation, the word j  PN(
PN)i is self referential in that it means that all paths
containing j  PN( PN)i do not contain j  PN(
PN)i. Since this is a contradiction, one concludes that
this interpretation is not possible for this word.
An equivalent argument based on the truth and va-
lidity denitions is as follows: Assume that j  PN(
PN)i is printable. Then Eq. 6 shows that this sentence
is false (substitute Qh:PN(PN) for Q
h
:X in Eq. 6 and
use Eq. 7 to see that Eq. 6 becomes an inequality). From
this one concludes either that U is not valid for this sen-
tence, or U is valid and j  PN( PN)i is not printable
and therefore meaningless, or it has a meaning dierent
from that based on the path interpretation.
A similar argument holds for jPN( PN)i. If this
word were printable and U is valid then the truth of
jPN( PN)i means that j  PN( PN)i must appear
in all paths containing jPN( PN)i. But this is not
possible as has been seen. So jPN( PN)i is false on
all paths containing it. Thus it either means something
else, or it has no meaning at all, or U is not valid for this
sentence. As Eq. 5 shows, one cannot conclude it is not
printable and false.
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